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Recent changes in pretheoretical orientation toward problems of human memory have brought with them a concern with retrieval processes, and the number of early versions of theories of retrieval have been constructed. This paper describes and evaluates the mechanisms that account for the effect of extralist cuing, facilitation of recall of list items by non-list items. Experiments designed to test the currently most popular theory of retrieval, the generation-retrieval theory, yielded results inconsistent not only with generation-recognition models, but with other theories as well. Under certain conditions these subjects consistently failed to recognize many recallable list words. Several tentative explanations of this phenomenon of recognition failure were subserved under the encoding specificity principle: according to which the memory trace of an event and hence the properties of effective retrieval cue are determined by the specific encoding operations performed by the system on the input stimuli.

The current transition from traditional associationism to information processing and organizational points of view about human memory manifests itself in many ways. One of the clearest signs of change has to do with the experimental and theoretical separation between storage and retrieval processes. In an important early work, Melton (1960), for instance, pointed out that "the principal issues in theory of memory are about whether the storage or the retrieval of traces [p. 4]." Only 10 years before Melton made the statement, it would have puzzled most students of verbal learning. At that time memory was still a matter of acquisition, retention, transfer, and interference of associations between stimuli and responses. While everyone was aware of the logical distinction between acquisition and retention on the one hand and acquisition and retention on the other hand, these distinctions shaped
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In the first part of the paper, we describe a familiar phenomenon that has recently been brought into the laboratory and that has become the source of a minor theoretical controversy. This is the so-called extralist cuing effect, facilitation of a list by a retrieval cue that was not explicitly a part of the input list. We summarize and briefly evaluate theories that have been advanced to explain the effect. In the second major section of the paper, we present some new data from experiments that were initially designed to test the most popular and widely accepted explanation of the extralist cuing effect, the generation-recognition theory. Somewhat unexpectedly, the results of the experiments showed large superiority of recall over recognition, a state of affairs that cannot occur according to the generation-recognition theory as well as most other extant theories of retrieval. In the third and final section, we consider several possible interpretations of the new data and subsume them, together with other data already in the literature, under the encoding specificity principle: What is stored is determined by what is perceived and how it is encoded, and some of the retrieval cues are effective in providing access to what is stored.

The present analysis applies to memory for simple events of the kind frequently used in laboratory studies. A familiar word or some other object is presented as a member of an unfamiliar collection or list, and the subject's task is to remember that he saw that particular word or object in that particular list in that particular situation. In such a list-item task, the subject may be instructed to retrieve the whole set of presented items, some particular subset thereof, or a single item. At the time of retrieval, he is given general instructions as to the set of items to be retrieved, and sometimes the instructions are supplemented with specific cues. The cues may be units of material that were presented as a part of the input list (intralist cues). They may also be items not explicitly present at the time of the study (extralist cues). An intralist cue to aid retrieval of List Item B3 may be another List Item A, or it may be
of Bahrick's (1969) have all shown that strong extraneuropsychological associations of list items, when presented to the subject as recall aids, increase the probability of correct responses. Names of categories of list words as extralist cues have been used by Hudson and Austin (1970), Tulving and Psotka (1971), and Wood (1967). Light (1972) has shown that homonyms and synonyms facilitate recall of list words. Greater effectiveness of two than of one associative extralist cue has been reported by McLeod, Williams, and Broadbent (1971). In a continuous study-test paradigm, Bregman (1968) studied the effectiveness of semantic, phonetic, and graphemic cues at different retention intervals. Finally, extralist associates have shown to be effective cues when the subject expects a free-recall test but not when he expects to be tested for list words with other cues (Thomson & Tulving, 1970).

We can identify at least seven theories of retrieval that have been or could be proposed to account for the effectiveness of extralist cues, provided that we use the term "theory" in the sense of its most modest dictionary meaning, as "an idea or a set of ideas about something." To make the discussion a bit simpler, we occasionally use a concrete example in lieu of more general and abstract terminology. In this example, CHAIR is one of the word events that is presented for study, and TABLE, a word not shown in the input list, serves as an effective retrieval cue. The question to be answered then is this: What does table facilitate the recall of CHAIR as the target word?

**Guessing from Semantic Memory**

Even if the subject does not have the foggiest notion that CHAIR occurred in the list—the stored information has been completely wiped out, or he never saw the word in the list—he can, if he chooses to guess, or is so instructed by the experimenter (e.g., Bahrick, 1969; Fox, Blik, & Bilodeau, 1964; Freund & Underwood, 1970), boost the correspondence between the input list and his output protocol by thinking of and producing words semantically related to the cue word TABLE and thus create the appearance of recalling the specific word event from the list.

Although the possibility of semantic guessing is sometimes mentioned in connection with the interpretation of extralist cueing effects (e.g., Freund & Underwood, 1970), and although it is difficult to deny that some subjects in some episodic memory experiments may utilize information from semantic memory only, the theory cannot be taken seriously for at least two reasons. First, subjects on their own seldom resort to the strategy of semantic guessing in an episodic memory task, as evidenced by the fact that in most extralist cueing experiments a large majority of recall errors consists of plain omissions. Second, the magnitude of cueing effects is usually (a) considerably greater than one would expect on the basis of guessing from semantic memory, regardless of what strategy the subject might follow in such guessing, and (b) independent of, or even inversely related to, the probability of choosing the correct response on the basis of semantic information alone (e.g., Bahrick, 1969; McLeod et al., 1971).

**Convergence of Episodic and Semantic Associations**

Some theorists are not interested in subjects' memories for particular events but rather in changes in probability from particular responses. One of these simply says that they are not interested in memory but in learning. In their pretheoretical scheme of things, Word A is identical with Word B, regardless of the situations in which they occur. For instance, "chair" as a response indicating memory for a particular word event in an experimental task and "chair" as a response to the word TABLE in the free-association test are lumped together into the same response class. The changes in the probability of emission of responses of this class then constitute behavioral happenings of experimental and theoretical interest.

Given this type of orienting framework, the following simple explanation of extralist cueing effects can be and has been advocated.
A semantic association exists between table and chair prior to the experiment. Another association is created between chair, or the corresponding response, and the general contextual stimuli present in the experiment. In the nouned recall test, only the contextual association is reactivated, while in the cued test both the contextual association and the specific association with table originating outside the experiment converge upon the response chair, producing a higher probability of the correct response in the cued situation.

Such a theory of convergence of experimental and extraexperimental acquired associations has been proposed by Bilodeau and his associates (e.g., Bilodeau, 1967; Bilodeau & Blick, 1965) to account for their own observations in extralist cuing experiments. It tacitly assumes that the activation of the extraexperimental association between the cue and the target word at the time of recall is independent of what happened at the time of presentation of the target word for study. The demonstration that encoding operations performed on a target word affect the effectiveness of extralist cues would be incompatible with the theory. Such experimental findings are described later in this paper.

Increment in Trace Strength

A theory closely related to the idea of convergent associations holds that presentation of the cue at recall increases the trace strength of the target word, perhaps through the mechanism of elicitation of implicit associative responses. Many theorists assume that the trace of a word can be "strengthened" through repeated presentation of the word for study. They may also find it too difficult to imagine that the target word could occur as an implicit associate to the cue at recall and that such a covert repetition of the target word would also "strengthen" the trace. Such cue-produced strengthening of originally subliminal traces might thus be responsible for the heightened recallability of target words in the cued test.

The theory of increased trace strength differs from that of convergent associations in that it does not require the assumption that retrieval of chair depends on associative connections between it and table, or between it and the experimental context. The theory can, therefore, be extended to recognition tests of trace "strength," in which the role of associative connections among items is thought to be minimal.

This theory has been considered by Broadent (1973, p. 90) in a discussion of effectiveness of extralist retrieval cues and rejected on the basis of data from an unpublished study by Wingrove and Gildings showing lack of facilitative effect of extralist cues in recognition tests of target items. Similarly, data from earlier experiments of ours, designed to study the effect of context on recognition of list words (Thomson, 1972; Tulving & Thomson, 1971), showed that the presence of the cue word table inhibits recognition of the target word chair if chair occurred in the input list by itself, a finding quite contrary to the theory of increased trace strength.

Restricted Search Set

William James's rich legacy includes a colorful metaphor of retrieval as a search process:

We make search in our memory for a forgotten idea, just as we rummage our house for a lost object. In both cases we visit what seems to be the probable neighborhood of that which we miss. We turn over the things under which, or within which, or alongside of which, it may possibly be; and if it lies near them, it soon comes to view (James, 1890, p. 654).

Current conceptualizations of retrieval as search (e.g., Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Norman, 1968; Shiffrin, 1970; Shiffrin & Atkinson, 1969; Yntema & Trask, 1963) have been as much influenced by the developments in computer technology as they have been by William James. These search theories reject the possibility that retrieval of information about the occurrence of any specific event entails the examination of the entire contents of memory. Rather, they assume that search for desired information always takes place in a more or less narrowly circumscribed region of the memory store, the search set. In any given situation the size and nature of the search set is specified by the information available to the retrieval system at the beginning of the search, including specific retrieval cues, and it may be modified as search proceeds. In this scheme, an extralist retrieval cue, for reasons that we have already met in the previous theories, creates a search set more restricted than would otherwise be the case, and since the success of search is, other things being equal, an inverse function of the size of the search set, cued recall is higher than noncued recall.

Search-set theories assume that search sets are smaller in recognition than in recall tests. Probability that a learned item would be recognized, therefore, cannot be smaller than the probability of the item's recall. Experimental data inconsistent with this prediction of search theories are described below.

Generation-Recognition Models

At the present time the most widely accepted theories of retrieval are various versions of the generative-test model of information processing. The generative-retrieval models assume that retrieval of stored information consists of two successive or overlapping stages: (a) implicit generation of possible response alternatives and (b) recognition of one of the generated alternatives as meeting certain criteria of acceptability. The generation phase is frequently guided by semantic information the system possesses about the cue word: given table as cue, the implicitly generated responses consist of words semantically related to it, including chair. The operations in the recognition phase, on the other hand, can be successful only to the extent that relevant episodic information is available. The generated response alternative chair would be identified as the desired word if its internal representation carries an appropriate "occurrence tag" (Mandler, 1972) or "list marker" (Anderson & Bower, 1972), information about the membership of the word in a particular list in a particular situation.

Effective retrieval cues of all sorts, including extralist cues, facilitate recall (to follow the reasoning of generation-recognition models) because they reduce the probability that the desired information, although available in the memory store, cannot be found. Cued recall, in this view, produces a higher level of retrieval than does noncued recall for the same reason that recognition is higher than recall. Bahrink (1969), in one of the most explicit accounts of the workings of the generation-recognition mechanism, said that a cue or a prompt is likely to produce a hierarchy of responses as a result of past learning. . . . One of these responses is likely to be the training response. There is thus unburdened of the search strategy involved in unaided recall tasks. He continues to produce responses associated with the prompt until he can identify one of them as the response presented during training. This portion of the prompted recall task functionally approximates a recognition task (Bahrink, p. 217).

In Bahrink's formal model (1970), the probability of recall of the target item in response to the extralist cue is the product of the probability of its implicit generation and the probability of its recognition.

Many other contemporary thinkers advocate, or at least approvingly mention, the generation-recognition model as an appropriate explanation of cuing effects (e.g., Bower, 1970; Bower, Clark, Leagold, & Winzenz, 1969; Fox & Dahl, 1971; Kintch, 1970; Murdock, in press; Norman, 1968; Shiffrin & Atkinson, 1969; Slamecka, 1972; Underwood, 1972). The terminology used by different theorists is not always the same, but the basic ideas are identical. For instance, Shiffrin and Atkinson (1969, p. 187) referred to the generation part of the process as search and recovery, and to the recognition process as response generation. Underwood (1972) talked about response production and evaluation of the response for correctness "by the attributes used in making such recognition decisions (p. 11)" and Bower (1970), in explaining the effectiveness of rhyming cues, assumed that the subject implicitly generates "the plausible candidate-responses" among which "he needs only to recognize the one that has recently occurred in the list context (p. 22)."
Anderson and Bower’s (1972) theory of recognition and retrieval processes deals with free recall, but it could be extended to cover extralist cuing effects without introducing any additional mechanisms. In this theory the generation of potential response items takes the form of activation of previously marked word nodes in an associative network, through pathways also appropriately marked during the presentation of the list. The marking of the pathways between the extralist cue node and the target node—a necessary condition for recall in the model—could be assumed to result from the attempt to link the target node to other list-item nodes in the input phase of the trial.

All versions of the generation-recognition theories subscribe to two closely related assumptions. One is the assumption of transversal identity of words; every word has but a single representation in memory, or at most a few representations, corresponding to its dictionary meaning or meanings. Perception, encoding, or use of the word in any one of a wide variety of situations and contexts, including list-item experiments, leads to the kind of activation and modification of its internal representation that is thought of as the addition of a list marker or an occurrence tag.

The other assumption is that of "automatic access": long-term memory is a self-addressing storage system in which the location of each unit of information is determined by the nature and contents of the information (Kintsch, 1970; Norman, 1968; Shiffrin & Atkinson, 1969). When a to-be-remembered word is presented for study in a list-item task, its meaning and other properties determine into what part of the memory store it is entered. When the same word occurs again later, it is retrieved, or called to mind, as an implicit response generated by an associated cue word, as an "old" test item in the recognition test, or in some other way—automatic access to the same memory location takes place, permitting the system, among other things, to examine the location for the presence of previously stored episodic information.

The generation-recognition models provide plausible accounts of effects of extralist cues. They are also consistent with a large number of experimental results showing absence of differences in recognition of learned material between experimental conditions that do produce differences in recall (e.g., Kintsch, 1970; McCormack, 1972). But these models cannot handle situations in which an otherwise effective retrieval cue, such as table, fails to facilitate recall of a target item with which it is closely related semantically, such as chair. They are also incompatible with findings showing recall to be higher than recognition. These kinds of data are described presently.

Mediation by Input-Generated Implicit Associative Responses

According to a widely accepted assumption, when a word is presented for study, it activates many existing associations (e.g., Underwood, 1965). For instance, when the to-be-remembered word chair is presented for study, the implicit associative responses made to it include the word table. When at recall the word table is presented as a cue, it elicits the word chair, and the backward version of the implicit associative response thus revived adds its strength to whatever other associations are elicited by general contextual stimuli responsible for the recall of chair under noncued conditions. The theory is rather similar to the theory of convergent experimental and preexperimental associations, except that it makes the critical assumption of the necessity of the experimental updating of the preexperimental association.

This theory was mentioned as a possible explanation of extralist cuing results by Freund and Underwood (1970). Although these authors rejected it, since they thought their own data did not demonstrate a "true" extralist cuing effect, the theory is quite plausible within the framework of current associative views of memory. Indeed, Postman et al. (1955) interpreted their extralist cuing data along the lines of this theory, and it has been used to account for data from other kinds of experiments that are related to cuing studies (e.g., Cramer, 1970; Puff, 1966). The theory is also highly compatible with a well-known principle according to which probability of recall of an item is a direct function of the similarity between the recall situation and the original learning environment (e.g., Hollingworth, 1928; Malt, 1963).

Encoding Specificity Principle

The encoding specificity principle is the final idea about retrieval and extralist cuing effects we discuss. In its broadest form the principle asserts that only that can be retrieved that has been stored, and that how it can be retrieved depends on how it was stored. In its more restricted senses, the principle becomes less fruitful and hence theoretically more interesting. For instance, we assume that what is stored about the occurrence of a word in an experimental list is information about the specific encoding of that word in that context in that situation. This information may or may not include the relation that the target word has with some other word in the semantic system. If it does, that other word may be an effective retrieval cue. If it does not, the other word cannot provide access to the stored information because its relation to the target word is not stored.

Thus, the effectiveness of retrieval cues depends on the properties of the trace of the word event in the episodic system. It is independent of the semantic properties of the word except insofar as these properties were encoded as a part of the trace of the event. The distinction between semantic characteristics of words as lexical units and words as to-be-remembered events can be readily demonstrated with homographs—for instance, if violer is encoded and stored as a color name, it normally cannot be retrieved as an instance of a flower, or any name, but the same principle presumably holds for all verbal items. The cue table facilitates recall of the target word chair if the original encoding of chair as a to-be-remembered word included semantic information of the kind that defines the relation between two objects in the same conceptual category. Most intelligent subjects in episodic memory experiments routinely encode to-be-remembered words semantically, and hence words meaningfully related to target items will serve as effective retrieval cues.

A recent application of the encoding specificity principle to the interpretation of effectiveness of retrieval cues appeared in a study by Tulving and Osser (1968); one of its more interesting implications was explicitly tested in three experiments by Thomson and Tulving (1970); and its bearing on results from intralist cuing experiments has been discussed by Postman (1972). Since the principle asserts that it is the encoded nature of the target word rather than the characteristics of the target word in semantic memory that determines the effectiveness of extralist retrieval cues, as well as all other cues, it can be experimentally contrasted with theories that attribute the effectiveness of extralist cues to their preexperimental relations with target words. Such contrasts, however, are possible only under special conditions.

Logic of Experimental Comparison Between Theories

The main difference between the generation-recognition models of retrieval and the encoding specificity principle that is subject to test lies in the encoding stage of an item’s processing as the locus of the effect of cues. According to the generation-recognition models, the encoding stage is not important, as long as it does not disturb the capacity of the extralist cue to produce the target item as an implicit response. According to the encoding specificity principle, the target item must be encoded in some sort of reference to the cue for the cue to be effective.

Both theories can account equally well for the finding that a given cue in fact is effective. Thus, for instance, if table does facilitate recall of the target word chair, it is possible that an implicit response "chair" was made to the cue at retrieval and subsequently recognized. It is also possible that the target chair was semantically encoded at the time of presentation in a specific way that rendered the cue word table effective. Experiments in which specific encoding conditions
are unknown cannot provide critical data for evaluation of theories that differ in claims that they make about the importance of these conditions. Specific encoding operations performed on an input usually are not identifiable, but they can be experimentally manipulated through instructions and other means. Attempts to determine the nature of specific encoding operations in a particular situation through subjects' introspections (e.g., Light, 1972) are not likely to be any more successful that have been most other attempts to gain theoretical knowledge about mental processes from observations of this sort.

To contrast the encoding specificity principle with other theories, some experimental control over encoding of target items must be exercised. Thus, for instance, the target word chair could be presented, and the subject induced to encode it in the specific context of another word such as glue that is semantically unrelated or only vaguely related to the otherwise effective cue word table. If chair is encoded in relation to glue, it is less likely to be encoded at the same time in relation to table, and hence, according to the encoding specificity principle, the effectiveness of the extralist cue table should now be reduced. According to the generation-recognition theory models, on the other hand, the effectiveness of table as an extralist cue should not be impaired, as long as the semantic relation between table and chair is intact.

The comparison of effectiveness of extralist cues under conditions in which the subjects were free to encode the target item in any way they wished and in which they were induced to encode the target item in the context of a specific list cue was undertaken by Thomson and Tulving (1970). Target words such as chair were presented either alone or in the context of list cues such as glue, and the effectiveness of extralist cues such as table was observed under the two types of encoding condition. The results showed that extralist cues did facilitate recall of target words, but only if the target words appeared in the list as single items. In this case (Experiment II, Groups 1 and 3) cueed recall was on the order of 70% as compared with the values in the neighborhood of 45% in the nominally noncued test. Under the conditions in which the target word occurred at input with, and was presumably stored in some relation to another word (Experiment II, Groups 5 and 6), cueing with extralist cues resulted in a much lower recall level of some 25%. Noncued recall of target words encoded in presence of specific list cues (Experiment II, Group 4) was approximately 30%. These data seem to be more compatible with the encoding specificity principle than with the generation-recognition theory. It is not known, however, to what extent the pairing of target words with specific list cues at input may have reduced the capacity of extralist cues to produce targets as implicit responses, and therefore the results of the Thomson and Tulving experiment are not entirely unequivocal.

We next report data from three experiments in which the two phases of retrieval as envisioned by generation-recognition theories, generation and recognition, could be directly observed. The experiments were patterned after the Thomson and Tulving study, except that we did not test the effectiveness of extralist retrieval cues under conditions where target words were presented in absence of any specific intralist context. Previous experiments have made it quite clear that extralist associates of target words would be quite effective retrieval cues under these conditions. This kind of result, as we have seen, would not distinguish among theories.

When Retrieval Cues Fail: Three Experiments

In the experiments to be described, subjects studied a list of target words, such as chair, each presented in the company of a specific input cue, such as glue. Since the subjects expected to be tested with these cues, they presumably encoded target words in an appropriate relation to the input cue. After studying the list, the subjects were asked to produce free association responses to strong extraexperimental associates of target words such as table. The probability of generation of target words (chair) in response to the extralist cues was one observation of interest. Next, subjects were asked to identify those generated words that they remembered having seen in the input list, their recall was in this sense being another observation of interest. Finally, a cued recall test involving input cues (glue) was given to the subjects in an attempt to estimate the extent to which information about target words (chair) was available in the memory store.

General Method

In all three experiments the same procedure was used up to a critical point in time when different treatments and tests were administered to subjects. The procedure common to all experiments follows.

Every subject was shown and tested on three successive lists. The sole purpose of the first two lists was to induce subjects to encode each target word with respect to, or in the context of, another word. The word pairs in these two set-establishing lists were comparable to weak-cue input lists used by Thomson and Tulving (1970). The target words, each paired with its cue word, were shown visually, one at a time, at the rate of three seconds/pair. Immediately at the end of the presentation of the list the subjects were provided with 24 haphazardly ordered input words on a recall sheet and instructed to fill in the blanks in the target words. Three minutes were given for the recall of the list. The mean number of words recalled for these two lists were 14.3 and 17.6 in Experiment 1; 15.7 and 18.3 in Experiment 2; and 14.4 and 17.7 in Experiment 3.

The third list in each experiment was the critical list, providing the data of interest. This list, too, consisted of 24 cue-target pairs, with the material presented exactly as in the first two lists.

The target words in each experiment were those designated as such in Table 1. The two sets, A and B, were used equally frequently with two subgroups of subjects in each of the three experiments. Otherwise, all subjects in a given experiment were tested individually. In Table 1, each target word is accompanied by two cue words, one "weak" and the other one "strong." These triplets were selected from free-association norms (Bideau & Howell, 1965; Eigel, 1963) to conform to the following criteria: (a) the target word is a low-frequency (mean of 1% for the whole set) associate to its weak cue; (b) the target word is a high-frequency associate to its strong cue (mean of 52%), and (c) weak and strong cues of a given target word are not associated to each other in the norms.

The 24 pairs of words in critical lists consisted of weak cues and their corresponding target words. The strong cue words were not shown at the time of the presentation and were used only as extralist retrieval cues in the subsequent test phase. For instance, subjects tested with List A saw the pairs, ground cold, head light, bath naked, and so on, one pair at a time, for all 24 pairs, the cue word appearing in lower-case letters above the capitalized target word. The same instructions that had been given to the subjects in the first two lists were randomly repeated; their task was to remember the capitalized words, but paying attention to cues might help them at the time of the test.

No mention was made of any changes in the procedure between Lists 2 and 3. Each pair was again shown visually for three seconds. After all 24 pairs had been presented once, subjects received different treatments in different experiments, as described below.

Experiment 1

After the presentation of the third, critical list—henceforth referred to as the "list"—all 40 subjects, undergraduates at Yale University, were given the same four successive tasks.

First, each subject received a sheet of paper listing 12 extralist cues corresponding to one half of the to-be-remembered weak targets. For instance, subjects tested with List A were given the words hot, dark, meat, and so on. They were told that each of the listed cue words was related to one of the capitalized words in the list that they had just studied, and that their task was to write down as many of the capitalized words as they could remember, each cue word once. Three minutes were allowed for this task. The mean number of target words recalled in this extralist-cue test was 1.8 (1%).
Second, subjects were given the remaining 12 extralist cues, briefly told about the free association procedure, instructed to look carefully at each cue word, produce free associations to each mentally, and then, "If one of the words you generate as a free association is a word on the list that you have just studied, write it down beside its stimulus word." Again, three minutes were given for this task. The mean number of target words recalled in this test was 3.6 (30%). This figure was significantly higher than the 1.5% recall level in the first phase.

Third, all 24 extralist cue words, that is, the cues that the subjects had just seen in the first and second phase of testing, were presented to the subjects once more, listed on a sheet of paper, together with instructions to "write down all the words that you can generate as free associations" to these stimulus words. Beside each stimulus word were six blank spaces for up to six responses. Twelve minutes were allowed for this task. Each subject generated, on the average, 104 free association responses to the 24 stimulus words, a mean of 4.4 response words. Among the 104 responses thus generated there were, on the average, 17.7 (74% of the 24) words matching the target words of the list. Of these words, 70% were given by subjects as the primary response to the stimulus words. Thus, the proportion of target words generated as primary responses to the high-frequency stimulus was 52% (70% of the 74%), matching the normative data exactly.

Fourth, the subjects were instructed to look over all of the lists and circle all the words that they recognized as target words from the lists they had learned last. They were given as much time as they wished. The mean number of words circled was 4.2, out of the maximum of 17.7, producing a hit rate of 24%. The purpose of this test was to estimate how accurately the words that were not target words from the list, was 4.5%.

A fifth task in Experiment 1 was an afterthought was that we had happened to administer the same test to each of the subjects. The results of the 30 subjects. It was administered to the final 10 subjects. (Their performance on this test was not distinguishable from that of the first 20 subjects.) These 10 subjects were provided, on two sheets of paper, with the 24 input cues from the list and were asked to generate and write down six free association responses to each of these extralist cue words corresponding to the target words, that is, words that they correctly identified from among those generated by their yoked partners. Finally, the data from Experiment 1 were used to show that a low hit rate in the recognition test on generated target words did not prevent subjects from recognizing the stimulus words. The mean number of those words in presence of the original input stimulus. The mean recognition hit rate of 22% in Experiment 2 again contrasted starkly with the cue-recall hit rate of 59%.

While the data in these experiments were averaged over all target words in the two critical lists, it is interesting to note that large differences in recognition of individual words were found. The words in both lists 1 and 2 are ordered in terms of the frequency and importance of the words in the list. The words in list 1 were more frequently and more important than those in list 2. The results of the 12 extralist cues, and instructed to perform the same kind of recognition test on these words that they had been given. As a check on this, the subjects correctly identified 51 out of the total of 204 copies of target words, for a hit rate of 25%, a score not significantly different from the 18% hit rate of subjects' own generated responses.

Experiment 2

One purpose of Experiment 2 was to replicate Experiment 1; another was to find out to what extent the low hit rate in the recognition of generated free association responses was attributable to the source of the recognition test items. In Experiment 1, each subject generated the "old" items and distractors for the recognition test. In Experiment 2 this procedure was replicated with one half of the list items, while the other half of the list the source of "old" test items and distractors for a given subject was the free association protocol of a yoked subject.

Twenty-two undergraduates of both sexes at Yale University, participated in this experiment. Again, they were divided into two successive set-establishing lists, and then the third phase, the presentation of the list, the subjects were given five successive tasks.

The data from Experiment 2 were used to show that a low hit rate in the recognition test on generated target words did not prevent subjects from recognizing these words. The mean number of these words in presence of the original input stimulus. The mean recognition hit rate of 22% in Experiment 2 again contrasted starkly with the cue-recall hit rate of 59%.

While the data in these experiments were averaged over all target words in the two critical lists, it is interesting to note that large differences in recognition of individual words occurred. The words in both lists 1 and 2 are ordered in terms of the frequency and importance of the words in the list. The words in list 1 were more frequently and more important than those in list 2. The results of the 12 extralist cues, and instructed to perform the same kind of recognition test on these words that they had been given. As a check on this, the subjects correctly identified 51 out of the total of 204 copies of target words, for a hit rate of 25%, a score not significantly different from the 18% hit rate of subjects' own generated responses.

Experiment 3

A possible interpretation of the very low recognition hit rates of generated-to-be-remembered words in Experiments 1 and 2 might be provided by inverting the concept of "high criteria". The subjects in Experiments 1 and 2 were told that only words that were recognized in the second task but not recalled in the third task and that these words were recalled in task 1, and that they were to be used to fill in the blanks. The present study was designed to test this idea, that is, to see if the subjects who were not able to recall a word in the first task would be able to do so when the word was presented again in the second task.

Fourteen subjects, from the same source as those in Experiments 1 and 2, served in this experiment. Again, they were divided into two groups for the sole purpose of counterbalancing materials in the critical test conditions. The materials and other conditions of the experiment were identical with those used in Experiments 1 and 2.

Subjects were given again two set-establishing lists first. The third list was then presented under the same instructions and conditions as Lists 1 and 2, and followed by three tasks. First, subjects were provided with two sheets of paper, listing the 24 extralist cues corresponding to the target words from the list. They were instructed to write down six free association responses to each of the 24 cue words, that is, words that the cue words "made them think of." A forced-choice recognition test was given. Subjects were instructed to look at the four words they had generated for each of the stimulus words and circle the word that appeared to be the most likely member of the set of target words in the last list they had learned, guessing whenever necessary. In addition, the subjects were asked to indicate their confidence in the correctness of the response on a scale on which the three values, 1, 2, and 3, were labeled as "guessing," "reasonably sure," and "absolutely sure." The 14 subjects generated a total of 232 target words in the free association test, or an average of 16.6 (52% of the possible 30) target items among primary responses was 46%, only a little less than the normative value of 52%. In the analysis of the data from Experiment 3, one of the most important factors in determining the correctness of the responses, found that the subjects correctly identified 118 out of the 224 copies of target words, and the other 116, 23% of the 224, were not remembered. The 118 items were then analyzed to determine the correctness of the responses. The data from Experiment 1 and 2 were used to show that a low hit rate in the recognition test on generated target words did not prevent subjects from recognizing these words. The mean number of these words in presence of the original input stimulus. The mean recognition hit rate of 22% in Experiment 2 again contrasted starkly with the cue-recall hit rate of 59%.

While the data in these experiments were averaged over all target words in the two critical lists, it is interesting to note that large differences in recognition of individual words occurred. The words in both lists 1 and 2 are ordered in terms of the frequency and importance of the words in the list. The words in list 1 were more frequently and more important than those in list 2. The results of the 12 extralist cues, and instructed to perform the same kind of recognition test on these words that they had been given. As a check on this, the subjects correctly identified 51 out of the total of 204 copies of target words, for a hit rate of 25%, a score not significantly different from the 18% hit rate of subjects' own generated responses.
subjects gave confidence ratings of 2 or 3, we obtain a recognition score of 71/221, or 32%.

In the third and final task, subjects were tested for recall of target words in presence of their original input cues, as in Experiments 1 and 2. The mean proportion of target words recalled was 14.2% for a hit rate of 61%, considerably higher than the recognition scores of 32% or 38%.

The major finding in Experiment 3 was that the failure to recognize recallable words also occurs, perhaps in a somewhat attenuated form, under the conditions of the forced-choice recognition test. It rules out the response bias as the sole explanation of the similar results obtained under free-choice recognition procedure in Experiments 1 and 2.

General Results

A summary of the data from the three experiments, together with those from Experiment II in the Thomson and Tulving (1970) paper, is presented in Table 2. Table 2 shows probability of recall of target words in presence of three kinds of specific cues: (a) input cues, (b) copies of target words generated by subjects in free association tests, and (c) strong preexperimental associates of target words used as extralist retrieval cues.

The importance of the data pertaining to recall in presence of input cues is twofold. The observed levels of recall in various experiments indicate the extent of effectiveness of input cues in relation to other cues, and they provide a lower-bound estimate of the availability of information about target words in memory. The last two columns of Table 2 constitute a critical link in the argument that takes us from the results to the general conclusion of the experiments: conditions can be created in which information about a word event is available in the memory store in a form sufficient for the production of the appropriate response and yet a literal copy of the word is not recognized. This phenomenon of recognition failure was a striking one. Ignoring words that could be both recalled and recognized appears to be neither recognized nor recalled—response categories defining theoretically uninteresting outcomes—

we found, in Experiments 1 and 2, that the number of words that were recalled but not recognized exceeded the number of words that could be recognized but not recalled by a ratio of approximately 15:1.

The phenomenon of recognition failure of recallable items is not a novel one. Other experiments have been reported in which learned materials were recalled at higher levels than they were recognized (Bahrick & Bahrick, 1964; Lachman & Field, 1965; Lachman, Laughery, & Field, 1966). But in these experiments the subjects were given only a limited amount of time to make the recognition judgments, and it is not known to what extent the outcome was a consequence of time pressure. It is quite likely that if the subjects in the Lachman and Field (1965) experiment, for instance, in which the learned material was a meaningful prose passage, would have been given more time, they might have been able to recognize all words that they could recall, simply by reproducing each word as an element of the learned passage and matching it with the test word. This strategy may not have been feasible under the conditions of Lachman and Field’s recognition task in which subjects only had 1.5 seconds to make the decision about each word.

Failure of Recognition of Generated Words

The recognition failure of recallable words is an empirical phenomenon that cannot occur according to the two-process theory of recall and recognition (Kintsch, 1970) and other versions of the generation-recognition model of retrieval (e.g., Bower et al., 1969; Murdock, in press; Norman, 1968; Shiffrin & Atkinson, 1969; Sliwka, 1972; Underwood, 1972). Recovery of recognition through two bottlenecks (generation and recognition) in a recall situation cannot be more effective than that through only one of the two (recognition). Since the experimental data show that under certain conditions generation and recognition produce a higher level of retrieval than recognition alone, existing generation-recognition models require revision.

The phenomenon of recognition failure of recallable words violates the two critical assumptions on which generation-recognition models are based, the assumption of transsituational identity of words and the assumption of automatic access to the internal representation of a word. If a word had only one representation in memory, and if that representation were modified by the appearance of the word in an experimental list, then recognition could fail only because of loss or deterioration of the relevant list or occurrence information. If recall also depended upon an intact list marker, its level could never exceed that of recognition. In our experiments, the copy of the recallable target word that was not recognized may have provided automatic access to some internal representation of the word, or to some specific location in the memory store, but the information about that membership of the target word in a particular list was apparently not stored in that location. The question thus is not whether the occurrence of a stimulus word, produced in whatever fashion, provides automatic access but rather automatic access to what?

One might perhaps argue that the conditions of our experiments lie outside the boundaries of the domain of the generation-recognition models, and that in “normal” experimental situations the models do rather faithfully represent the retrieval process. In that case we need to be told what the domain of the generation-recognition models is, and what kind of a model would account for the data that show strong associates of target words to be ineffective cues. In this connection it is helpful to remember that the procedure we used rendered many recallable words not recognizable, but it did not seem to affect the ability of subjects to successfully locate the target words in response to extralist cues. The failure of retrieval as envisaged by the two-process theory had its source in the recognition phase and not the generation phase.

A plausible modification of the generation-recognition models that would bring them in line with the phenomenon of recognition failure of recallable words would involve making the assumptions that (a) the pairing of the target word with another word at input creates a specific semantic meaning for the target word, and (b) this specific meaning is stored with the “core” representation of the word and marked with a list tag. The input cue may provide access to the appropriate location in the memory store, because of its list-specific association with the marked sense of the target word. But a copy of the target word may fail to do so, because it would be interpreted in a different sense in absence of the input cue, and thus provide access to an incorrect storage location.

A generation-recognition model thus modified would come in many ways quite similar to the encoding specificity principle in its general orientation. In the modified version the requirement would be relinquished that a given lexical item be represented in only one location. It remains to be seen whether it is possible to retain some other basic features of these models, such as the assumption that episodic information is stored in the same system as semantic information, that occurrence of the to-be-remembered word in a list results in modification of the existing representation of the word in the memory store, and that recall, but not recognition, involves generation of alternatives other than the desired target words.

The phenomenon of recognition failure creates difficulties not only for extant versions of generation-recognition models but for most other theories of retrieval as well. Apart from the encoding specificity principle, to which we will return in the final section of the paper, the theory that seems to be most readily reconcilable with the data is that of mediation by implicit associative responses. The theory represents a special case of the principle of reinstatement of stimulus conditions and we will briefly consider it as such. This principle states that the success of retrieval depends on the completeness with which stimulating conditions
present at input are reinstated at the time of attempted retrieval (Hollingworth, 1928; Melton, 1962). Since the stimulating conditions present at input could be thought to include unobservable processes of the kind that have been labeled implicit associative responses, presentation at the time of the recall of extralist retrieval cues that match implicit associative responses would produce a greater degree of similarity between the test and study conditions than that prevailing in the noncued test situation. While the principle of reinstatement of stimulus conditions does provide a plausible interpretation of the effectiveness of extralist retrieval cues, it cannot account for the phenomenon of recognition failure observed in our experiments. Given that the input consists of a compound stimulus such as glue-chair, and given that the subject clearly knows that his memory will be tested for the target word chair, why should the stimulating conditions be "more completely" reinstated when the glue part of the compound rather than the chair part is presented at test? Thus the theory of mediation by implicit associative responses and the principle of reinstatement of stimulus conditions do not explain the phenomenon of recognition failure any more readily than do generation-recognition models.

Encoding and Retrieval

In this last section of the paper, we consider some possible tentative explanations of the phenomenon of recognition failure, relate the phenomenon to other relevant data reported in the literature, and suggest an overall pretheoretical framework within which this phenomenon as well as other problems of retrieval could be experimentally and theoretically analyzed. The demonstrative nature of our own experiments precludes an enlightened interpretation of the failure of extralist associates and copies of target items as retrieval cues, but some possibilities for interpretation should be mentioned.

Recognition Failure: Tentative Interpretations

One may wish to approach the phenomenon of recognition failure of recallable words in terms of the concept of asymmetry of associations between the input cue and the target item. The data show and imply that the "forward" association between the cue and the target in our experiments was stronger than the "backward" association between the target and the cue: given the cue, the target word could be recalled without difficulty in many cases; given the target word, the input cue could be recalled only infrequently. Thus, it would be possible to argue that the recognition failure of target words was a result of the weak association between the target and the cue. If that association had been stronger, the input cue could have been retrieved given the target word, and the target word itself recognized in the presence of the cue.

If one adopted this approach, the problem would become that of explaining the asymmetry of the associations between the input cue and the target word. One would also have to keep in mind an equally plausible alternative line of reasoning: backward association appears to be weaker than the forward association whenever the target word is not as readily recognized as the cue word. Recognition of the stimulus item, which depends on the consistent encoding of the item at input and at test, can be thought of as a necessary condition for associative recall (Martin, 1968, 1972). The difficulty here lies in the uncertainty of whether to account for failure of recognition in terms of a weak association or to interpret the apparent weak association in terms of the recognition failure.

Another approach to the problem of interpretation of the phenomenon of recognition failure could begin with the distinction between nominal and functional memory units. This distinction has often been made in discussions of associative and organizational processes in memory (e.g., Asch, 1969; Köhler, 1947; Tulving, 1968). A verbal unit may be designated as an independent to-be-remembered item by the experimenter, but the processing system, that is the subject, may treat it as a part of a larger functional unit. For instance, a subject shown a list of words under instructions to remember them could do reasonably well if he were asked to recall the letter bigrams he saw in the list. He would "recall" the bigrams by retrieving information about the words and construct the units designated by the experimenter in a postretrieval operation; he would not have to go through the same sense as he stores words. Even under intentional learning conditions, subjects are known to have great difficulty in recognizing bigrams they can readily recall as parts of integrated words (Watkins, 1972). Recognition failure of words that were recalled quite well in response to the specific input cues in our experiments may also have come about because the "old" test item in the recognition test did not match the functional memory unit, the complex consisting of the input cue and the target word. If the whole unit had been presented for recognition, the subjects probably would not have had any great difficulty.

While the explanation of the phenomenon of recognition failure in terms of the distinction between nominal and functional memory units is incomplete as long as we do not know exactly what are the functional units in any given situation, the notion might provide a framework for the identification of more appropriate units of analysis than those defined by the experimenter. For instance, it may be reasonable to claim that a functional memory unit is one which, among other things, must be recognized if it is to be recalled. Thus, if a nominal unit could be recalled as a part of a larger complex but could not be recognized outside the complex, it would not correspond to a functional unit. The recall-cum-identification criterion could be combined with other rules for identification of functional units, for instance, that they are activated and emitted in an all-or-none fashion (Mandler, 1967).

Another closely related interpretation of recognition failure could be based on the Gestalt concept of "embodiments." It is easy to demonstrate failure of perception of a figure embedded in a larger complex, and similar demonstrations have been reported in memory situations. Koffka (1935, p. 622), for instance, discussed an experiment by Harrower (1933) in which punch lines of jokes could not be recognized as readily when they appeared embedded in a meaningful passage than when they were presented as a part of a collection of unrelated statements. Winograd, Karchmer, and Russell (1971) interpreted their data demonstrating effectiveness of retrieval cues in recognition memory by assuming that under certain conditions nominal elements are compounded into a unitary representation. The principle of embedding would also apply to the results of an earlier demonstration of recognition failure of recallable words (Tulving, 1968b) in which the to-be-remembered words could be encoded by subjects as second halves of compound words, for example, air-port; house-mold; sand-hog. In our present experiment the encoding operation performed on the input pairs also may have produced tightly knitted compounds. The well-known Gestalt principle that properties of elements change when these elements become parts of larger wholes would then explain why copies of target words were not particularly effective in providing access to the trace created by the compound of the input cue and the target word. Thus, chair may have been as difficult to retrieve from the "glue-chair" complex stored in memory as it would be difficult for a person to recognize hit as an "old" item when the stored unit is "architecture" or pot when the stored complex is "hippopotamus." The embedded part can be discerned easily enough in a perceptual display of the whole, both before the whole has been stored in and after it has been retrieved from memory, but its identification may be impossible after storage and before retrieval.

The major problem with the explanation of the recognition failure in terms of the concept of embedding has to do with the assumed difference in the recognition of input cues and target words. Why is the input cue not embedded in the cue-target complex in the same way as the target word is? Data reported elsewhere (Thomson, 1972) show the same pattern we are assuming here and create the same problem of interpretation: right-hand members of adverbially associated input pairs are not as well recognized as left-hand members when the test word was presented alone.

Given the fact that the target word can
be more readily recalled in presence of the input cue than in presence of its own literal copy, it is possible to think of the input cue as a "control element" or "code" that governs the access to the complex of stored information about the target word. The concept of "control element" has been used by Estes (1972) and the closely related concept of "code" by Johnson (1970) in theoretical accounts of processing of serial information. In the present context, we think of anything that controls retrieval of a particular memory unit at a particular time as a control element of that unit. A retrieval cue that is not only effective but also necessary for the recovery of certain stored information (an access cue) would be such a control element.

Recent experiments by Martin (1971) and Slamecka (1972) have produced rather striking demonstrations of the role that control elements play in determining access to stored information. While the two experiments were different in both conception and method, they did make one and the same point: certain stored items can be retrieved only through the activation of certain other items. The latter can be regarded as control elements for the former. In Martin's experiment, subjects learned groups of words consisting of a three-word compound stimulus and a single response word. A subsequent recall test showed that one stimulus word as a cue provided access to another one only through the response word. In Slamecka's study, subjects learned lists of words belonging to conceptual categories. In the recall test, one item in a given category provided access to other items in the same category only through the control element of the category label. These experiments, as well as those of Johnson's (1970) on chunking, do not only illustrate the part that control elements and codes play in retrieval, but they also point to the important distinction between experimenter-designated retrieval cues and control elements. The two are not always the same.

Although the data from our own experiments would not be expected to reflect the role of input cues as control elements, this interpretation fails to tell us exactly what determined the identity of control elements in our situation. Why were the input cues, and not the target items, control elements; why not both?

Still another tentative interpretation of our findings could be advanced under the label of the hypothesis of complementary information. It can be briefly stated as follows. The address of an event stored in episodic memory is essentially temporal, defined in terms of the event's temporal relations to other experienced events. The specification of the address is frequently sufficient for the homunculus to read out the contents of that address. Failure of retrieval of desired information in a situation in which only the temporal address is given may sometimes come about because the information stored at that address is fuzzy or incomplete. An effective retrieval cue then is one that provides the missing information. Thus, the retrieval information complements the information available in the trace and permits the homunculus to read the trace without difficulty. According to this formulation, a copy of the list cue presented in the final cued tests in our experiments did contain information that was lacking in the stored traces, while extralist cues and copies of target items did not. The complementary information hypothesis does not say why the list cue, and not the target item, carried the necessary additional information, and therefore it is as incomplete as all others we have considered.

Encoding Specificity

These tentative interpretations of the recognition failure we have briefly considered have not explained the phenomenon, but they have suggested questions that may provide some guidance and direction to future research. At the present time, it is possible only to point once more to the encoding specificity principle as a general answer to the questions. What produced the asymmetry of associations between list cues and target items in our experiments? What determined the functional memory units and their relations to the nominal units? Why was one of the two nominal units embedded in the whole complex more readily recognized when it appeared alone than was the other? Why did the list cue serve the function of a control element or code of the stored cue-target trace while the target item did not? Why was the information contained in the input cue sufficient to complement the stored information while that in the extralist cue and the copy of the target item was not?

A general answer to all these questions is provided by the encoding specificity principle: Specific encoding operations performed on what is perceived determine what is stored, and what is stored determines what retrieval cues are effective in providing access to what is stored.  

In our experiments, encoding of target words was influenced by the list cues present at input and by the subjects' expectations that they would be tested with those cues. But it was influenced by other things as well, factors that cannot as yet be adequately identified or labeled. We have referred to the totality of conditions determining the encoding of a perceived item as its cognitive environment (Tulving & Thomson, 1971), and we think of encoding operations as some sort of an interaction between the perceptual input and its cognitive environment. The terms are ill defined, and the concepts do not explain too much at this time. Yet they serve to remind us that something else besides the properties of a presented item determines how well the item is remembered and that an important research problem is to find out what this something else is and how it works. Specific encoding of input materials was responsible for asymmetry of associations, embeddedness, control elements, and the nature of effective retrieval information. The same material in other situations, however, in a different cognitive environment, could have been encoded in ways in which access routes to the stored information would have been different.

It has been known for a long time, of course, that how well a thing is remembered does not depend only on what it is, but also on how it is stored in memory. Ancient orators knew it when they used the method of loci to ensure that they would know the right thing to say at the right time. (Yates, 1966). Gestalt psychologists knew it when they kept telling others that the properties of an element depended on the company the element kept in a larger whole. Bartlett (1932, p. 188) emphasized the importance of the "conditions of the prior perception" in determining recall and recognition, and a long tradition of research on incidental and intentional learning has converged on the conclusion that what is learned depends on what happens in the learning situation (Postman, 1964).

In recent research the effects of encoding operations on what is stored, the memory trace, have been studied in a variety of settings and using a number of different techniques and paradigms (Craik & Lockhart, 1972). One method has been to change the context of an item. It has been found that repetition of a to-be-remembered item may or may not facilitate its recall, depending upon its intralist context (e.g., Asch, 1969; Murdock & Babick, 1961), on its semantic interpretation as biased by context (e.g., Bobrow, 1970), and on its membership in the same or different higher order unit (e.g., Bower et al., 1969). Similarly, recognition of a previously seen item has been shown to be influenced by its presentation and test contexts (e.g., DaPolito, Barker, & Wiant, 1972; Light & Carter-Sobell, 1970; Thomson, 1972; Tulving & Thomson, 1971; Welford & Coon, 1971).

In another type of experiment, encoding has been manipulated by asking the subjects to do different things with the material when it is presented. Thus, for instance, Mandler (1964a) had one group of subjects sort words into one of four categories while another group was exposed to the same words under instructions to study and remember them. In a subsequent free-recall test, both
groups did equally well. In Hyde and Jenkins' (1969) experiment, subjects in one group made judgments about semantic properties of words, while in another group they studied the same set of words in expectation of a recall test. Both groups recalled the same number of words and did considerably better than a third group that had made judgments about graphemic properties of words prior to the test. A particularly effective manipulation of input in terms of encoding operations performed on the presented items has been described by Craik (1973). Words were presented tachistoscopically, always for the same short duration, and the subjects were instructed to answer different questions about each presented word, such as, "Is it printed in capital or lower-case letters?" or "Does it belong to the category of fruits?". Large differences in subsequent recall of these words were observed, depending upon the encoding operation performed at input. These and other similar studies (e.g., Gardiner, 1972; Johnston & Jenkins, 1971; Paivio & Caspo, 1972; Schulman, 1971) thus provide convincing evidence about the important role that encoding operations play in determining subsequent retri
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